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Disclaimer

The findings in this report are not to be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorizing documents.
The Mass Casualty Decontamination Research Team (MCDRT) collectively addressed the issue of how to effectively decontaminate large numbers of people. Emphasis was placed on decontamination methods that could be performed with equipment and expertise readily available to most responder jurisdictions. The general principles identified to guide emergency responder policies, procedures, and actions after a chemical agent incident were:

- Expect at least a 5:1 ratio of unaffected to affected casualties
- Decontaminate victims as soon as possible
- Disrobing is decontamination; head to toe, more removal is better
- Water flushing generally is the best mass decontamination method
- After a known exposure to liquid chemical agent, emergency responders should be decontaminated as soon as possible to avoid serious effects.
PREFACE

The work described in this report was funded by the Domestic Preparedness Program.

The use of trade names or manufacturers’ names in this report does not constitute an official endorsement of any commercial product. This report may not be cited for purposes of advertisement.

This report has been approved for public release. Registered users should request additional copies from the Defense Technical Information Center; unregistered users should direct such requests to the National Technical Information Center.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The fiscal year (FY) 1997 Defense Authorization Bill (P.L. 104-201, Sept 23, 1996), commonly called the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici legislation, funded the U.S. Domestic Preparedness initiative. Under this initiative, the Department of Defense (DoD) was charged with enhancing the capability of federal, state, and local emergency responders in incidents involving nuclear, biological, and chemical terrorism. The U.S. Army Soldier and Biological Chemical Command (SBCCOM), Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, was assigned the mission of developing an Improved Response Program (IRP) to identify problems and develop solutions to the tasks associated with responding to such incidents. The Chemical IRP was established to deal specifically with terrorists using chemical weapons.

A Mass Casualty Decontamination Research Team (MCDRT) was formed by SBCCOM under the Chemical IRP in February 1998 to address specific technical and operational issues associated with the performance of mass casualty decontamination after a terrorist incident involving chemical weapons of mass destruction (WMD). The MCDRT was assembled from affected emergency response and technical disciplines. The research team included a broad scientific and operational knowledge base, both with general experts and specialized staff, including medical doctors with direct knowledge of the physiology and toxicological effects of chemical agents, emergency responders drawn from government organizations at all levels, and from contract research organizations.

Over several months, the MCDRT collectively addressed the issue of how to effectively decontaminate large numbers of people. Emphasis was placed on decontamination methods that could be performed with equipment and expertise readily available to most responder jurisdictions. Effective physical and medical approaches were identified by review of over 200 research papers, books, articles, manuals, and Internet sites. Through review and the experience of the MCDRT team members, several basic decontamination principles were identified. Using these principles as a basis, decontamination processes were developed to effectively address operational decontamination of large numbers of people.

The general principles identified to guide emergency responder policies, procedures, and actions after a chemical agent incident were:

- Expect at least a 5:1 ratio of unaffected to affected casualties
- Decontaminate victims as soon as possible
- Disrobing is decontamination; head to toe, more removal is better
- Water flushing generally is the best mass decontamination method
- After a known exposure to liquid chemical agent, emergency responders should be decontaminated as soon as possible to avoid serious effects.

To acquire a final consensus for the general principles identified, the MCDRT conducted several meetings to discuss the findings and resolve any technical or operational concerns. A panel of experts from the chemical defense and emergency response communities studied each principle identified to ensure that they represented the best recommendations that provide the most benefit to the largest number of victims in the shortest possible time.
GUIDELINES FOR MASS CASUALTY DECONTAMINATION DURING A TERRORIST CHEMICAL AGENT INCIDENT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The FY97 Defense Authorization Bill (P.L. 104-201, Sept 23, 1996), commonly called the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici legislation, funded the U.S. Domestic Preparedness initiative. Under this initiative, the Department of Defense (DoD) was charged with enhancing the capability of federal, state, and local emergency responders in incidents involving nuclear, biological, and chemical terrorism. The U.S. Army Soldier and Biological Chemical Command (SBCCOM), Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, was assigned the mission of developing an Improved Response Program (IRP) to identify problems and develop solutions to the tasks faced in responding to such incidents. Under this authorization, the SBCCOM Domestic Preparedness Office Chemical Team conducted this study to recommend methods for civilian mass casualty decontamination after a chemical terrorist incident.

The Chemical IRP includes a broad cross-section of operational and technical experts from local, state, and federal agencies. Emergency responders from the Baltimore-Washington DC area, as well as experts from across the nation were included to ensure that solutions were broad-based and usable by any jurisdiction. Chemical IRP members participated from fire departments, emergency management offices, law enforcement agencies, and military test and evaluation agencies, included legal experts, medical doctors, computer modelers, operations researchers, and environmental scientists. The Chemical IRP formed specific “research teams” to address issues that evolved from a series of tabletop exercises called BALTEX (Baltimore Exercise).

This study addressed decontamination in mild temperatures only. Decontamination in cold weather is the subject of another study.

For easy dissemination, this report is available at the following Web site: http://www.ecbc.army.mil/hld/ip/reports.htm.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to identify technical and operational issues associated with mass casualty decontamination after a terrorist incident involving chemical weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and recommend the most efficient and effective techniques and procedures to best cope with a large-scale decontamination effort.

3.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH

Through the BALTEX series, the IRP identified the need for methods of decontaminating large numbers of people. Although hazardous materials (HAZMAT) teams have experience and procedures for decontaminating small numbers of chemical victims, the emergency response community has no formal procedures for decontaminating hundreds of victims. In February 1998, the Mass Casualty Decontamination Research Team (MCDRT) was formed to study the decontamination process and recommend operational approaches for the effective
decontamination of large numbers of potential terrorist victims after a terrorist chemical incident. The MCDRT’s focus was to ensure the technical merit, operational feasibility, and overall consensus within the emergency responder and medical communities on the report recommendations.

To address the decontamination process and develop decontamination recommendations, the research team was composed of representatives from all affected emergency response and technical disciplines with a broad scientific and operational knowledge base. The team’s staff included scientists with expertise in chemical agent properties and dispersion processes, medical doctors who have direct knowledge of the physiology and toxicological effects of chemical agents, and emergency responders who are thoroughly familiar with emergency operations and emergency response equipment. Team members were drawn from government and emergency response organizations at all levels. Responder and emergency management organizations participating with the Chemical Weapons IRP are from Maryland and the surrounding area, and include Montgomery County Department of Fire and Rescue Services, Baltimore City Fire Department, Baltimore County Fire Department, District of Columbia Fire and Emergency Medical Services, Howard County Department/Office of Emergency Management, City of Baltimore Health Department, and Baltimore Police Department.

The MCDRT had to deal with several constraints associated with mass decontamination. Successful decontamination approaches must be executable with resources available in most response jurisdictions, the approaches must save lives and preserve the health of chemically contaminated victims, and they must reduce the chemical hazards faced by medical personnel who subsequently treat chemical victims. To ensure that the developed recommendations satisfy these constraints, the MCDRT applied the process shown in Figure 3-1. Through workshops, tabletop exercises, and functional exercises with first responders and the Chemical Weapons IRP, the problem of decontamination and its associated constraints were identified. Through scientific and technical investigations, the MCDRT then developed operational approaches to meet the decontamination needs. The developed approaches were reviewed and exercised by the Chemical Weapons IRP, to ensure that they are executable by most responder jurisdictions, that they do protect the lives and health of chemical victims, and that they will ensure the safety of personnel who subsequently process the chemical victims.
The effort of the MCDRT concentrated on:

- Providing technical solutions to specific issues on the efficacies and priorities of decontaminating people contaminated with chemical agents.
- Identifying mass decontamination methods that can be readily applied, using existing resources, and that are consistent with current emergency responder procedures, training, logistic feasibility, and other potential considerations (human nature and psychology) and constraints (resource limits, civil liberty, environment preservation).

Over several months, the MCDRT acquired data from multiple searches of 8 databases containing medical, scientific, and operational test and evaluation findings. Information was acquired and reviewed from over 200 research papers, books, articles, manuals, and Internet sites. Through review and the experience of the MCDRT members, five basic decontamination principles were identified.

The general principles identified to guide emergency responder policies, procedures, and actions after a chemical agent incident were:

- Expect at least a 5:1 ratio of unaffected to affected casualties
- Decontaminate victims as soon as possible
- Disrobing is decontamination; head to toe, more removal is better
- Water flushing generally is the best mass decontamination method
- After a known exposure to liquid chemical agent, emergency responders should be decontaminated as soon as possible to avoid serious effects.
Using these principles as a guide and staying within the constraints associated with emergency response equipment and operational considerations, recommendations for decontamination procedures were established.

To acquire a final consensus on the recommended decontamination procedures, the MCDRT conducted several meetings to discuss their recommendations and resolve any technical or operational concerns. Experts from the chemical defense and emergency response communities studied each recommendation to ensure that it represented the most beneficial approach to decontaminating the largest number of victims in the shortest possible time.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Purposes of Decontamination

Research revealed that the three most important reasons for decontaminating exposed victims are:

- Remove the agent from the victim’s skin and clothing, thereby reducing further possible agent exposure and further effects among victims
- Protect emergency responders and medical personnel from secondary transfer exposures
- Provide victims with psychological comfort at, or near, the incident site, so as to prevent them from spreading contamination over greater areas.

Rapid physical removal of agent from the victim is the single most important action associated with effective decontamination. Physical removal includes scraping or blotting off visible agent from the skin, disrobing, using adsorbents to soak up the agent, and flushing or showering with large quantities of water.

After a chemical agent attack, vapor or aerosol hazards still may be present, especially if the agent was disseminated within an enclosed structure. Furthermore, potentially toxic levels of chemical agent vapor may be trapped inside clothes and could continue to affect people, even after they leave the incident site.

Since the most important aspect of decontamination is the timely and effective removal of the agent, the precise methods used to remove the agent are not nearly as important as the speed by which the agent is removed. From scientific literature showing the effectiveness of different types of solutions in preventing chemical effects and the wide-spread, ready, availability of large quantities of water that can be rapidly used in decontaminating large numbers of people, the MCDRT determined that mass decontamination can be most readily and effectively accomplished with a water shower system.

First responders may become contaminated during the conduct of decontamination operations. It is recommended that all responders participating in these procedures to follow


**WARNING**

Even small amounts (several droplets) of liquid nerve agent contacting the unprotected skin can be severely incapacitating or lethal if the victim or responder is not decontaminated rapidly (within minutes) and treated medically.

### 4.2 Methods of Mass Decontamination

Decontamination must be conducted as soon as possible to save lives. Firefighters should use resources that are immediately available and start decontamination as soon as possible. Since they can bring large amounts of water to bear, the most expedient approach is to use currently available equipment to provide an emergency low-pressure deluge.

The following forms of water-based decontamination were considered:

- **Water alone.** Flushing or showering uses shear force and dilution to physically remove chemical agent from skin. Water alone is an excellent decontamination solution.

- **Soap and water.** By adding soap, a marginal improvement in results can be achieved by ionic degradation of the chemical agent. Soap aids in dissolving oily substances like mustard or blister agent. Liquid soaps are quicker to use than solids, and reduce the need for mechanical scrubbing; however, when scrubbing, potential victims should not abrade the skin.

  A disadvantage of soap is the need to have an adequate supply on hand. Additionally, extra time may be spent employing it, and using soap may hydrate the skin, possibly increasing damage by blister agents.

- **Bleach and water.** Bleach (sodium hypochlorite) and water solutions remove, hydrolyze, and neutralize most chemical agents. However, this approach is not recommended in a mass decontamination situation where speed is the paramount consideration for the following reasons:

  - Commercial bleach must be diluted and applied with equipment not generally available to firefighters.

  - Skin contact time is excessive. Laboratory studies show that chemical agents and relatively nontoxic, aqueous decontaminants may need to be in contact for durations longer than expected shower durations for significant reaction to occur.
Laboratory studies suggest that bleach solutions at the 0.5% level may not be better than flushing with water alone.\textsuperscript{D, E}

Medically, bleach solutions are not recommended for use near eyes or mucous membranes, or for those with abdominal, thoracic, or neural wounds.\textsuperscript{F}

In summary, the issues associated with the use of soap and bleach solutions include time delay, dilution and application, medical contraindications, and its efficacy compared to water. These limitations make the use of soap or bleach solutions less desirable than using water alone.

\textbf{The MCDRT recommends rapid use of water, with or without soap, for decontamination. However, the process should never be delayed to add soap or any other additive.}

\textbf{4.3 Decontamination Procedures}

Decontamination by removing clothes and flushing or showering with water is the most expedient and the most practical method for mass casualty decontamination. Disrobing and showering meets all the purposes and principles of decontamination. Showering is recommended whenever liquid transfer from clothing to skin is suspected.\textsuperscript{G} Disrobing should occur prior to showering for chemical agents; however, the decision to disrobe should be made by the Incident Commander based upon the situation. Wetting down casualties as they start to disrobe speeds up the decontamination process and is recommended for decontaminating biological or radiological casualties. However, this process may:

- Force chemical agents through the clothing if water pressure is too high
- Decrease the potential efficacy of directly showering skin afforded by shear forces and dilution
- Relocate chemical agent within the actual showering area, thereby increasing the chance of contamination spread through personal contact and shower water runoff

The MCDRT recommends that victims remove clothing at least down to their undergarments prior to showering. Victims should be encouraged to remove as much clothing as possible, proceeding from head to toe. Victims unwilling to disrobe should shower clothed before leaving the decontamination area. It is also recommended that emergency responders use a high volume of water delivered at a minimum of 60 pounds per square inch (psi) water pressure (standard household shower pressures usually average between 60-90 psi) to ensure the

\textsuperscript{D} Hypochlorite Solution as a Decontaminant in Sulfur Mustard Contaminated Skin Defects in the Euthymic Hairless Guinea Pig; 1994; Gold, M.B., Woodard, Jr., C.L., Bongiovanni, R., Schraf, B.A., and Gresham, V.C.; Drug and Chemical Toxicology 17(4), 499-527.
\textsuperscript{E} Evaluation of the Effects of Hypochlorite Solutions in the Decontamination of Wounds Exposed to Either the Organophosphonate Chemical Surety Material VX or to the Vesicant Chemical Surety Material HD (1992); Hobson, D.W. and Snider, T.H.; Final Report for Contract DAMD17-89-C-9050, Task 89-04; Battelle.
\textsuperscript{F} Decontamination, Chapter 15 in Medical Aspects of Chemical and Biological Warfare; 1997; Hurst, Charles G.; in Textbook of Military Medicine, Part 1: Warfare, Weaponry, and the Casualty; Specialty editors: Sidell, F.R., Takafuli, E.T., and Franz, D.R.
\textsuperscript{G} Personnel Decontamination Station, AD HOC Study team report, U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command, DITC-AD041888, 1979.
showering process physically removes viscous agent. The actual showering time will be an incident-specific decision but may be as long as two to three minutes per individual under ideal situations. When large numbers of potential casualties are involved and queued for decontamination, showering time may be significantly shortened. This may also be dependent upon the volume of water available in the showering facilities.

In the course of deconning victims, first responders may inadvertently become contaminated. High-pressure, low-volume decontamination showers are recommended primarily for wet decontamination of emergency responders in Level A suits after a HAZMAT incident. This gross decontamination procedure forcibly removes the contaminant from the personal protective equipment (PPE) worn by the emergency responders while conserving water. Often a secondary wash, and possible a tertiary wash, and rinse station are used. However, for decontaminating potential victims, a consensus exists among the MCDRT medical experts that high pressure could force chemical agent through the victim’s clothing onto the skin. Therefore, the Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) standard for a chemical accident (high-volume, low-pressure) is the recommended “default standard”.

4.4 Decontamination Approaches

4.4.1 Ladder Pipe Decontamination System. To provide a large capacity shower of high-volume, low-pressure water spray, one proposed method is to employ a Ladder Pipe Decontamination System (LDS). Ladder pipes, wagon pipes, monitor nozzles, and 22” fog nozzles attached to pump dischargers and other fire apparatus (i.e., fire engines or trucks) are positioned strategically to create decon corridors for large quantities of exposed people to travel through. Once the decon corridor has been formed, the objective is to spray water from every feasible direction. The Howard County, MD Fire Department demonstrated the LDS, shown in Figure 4-1, during the BALTEX V exercise. A single ladder pipe decontamination system is comprised of two engines (also creating the corridor) that provide water spray from both sides using hoselines and deck guns, while the ladder pipe provides a high-volume, low-pressure flow from above. Multiple ladder pipe decontamination systems employ more than one ladder pipe in order to increase the decon corridor length to accommodate extremely large groups of victims. Multiple corridors can be established for ambulatory or non-ambulatory victims; victims are woven through multiple overhead sprays.
The Washington, DC Department of Fire and Emergency Medical Services developed similar internal guidelines:

…Position two engine companies approximately 20 feet apart to form a decontamination corridor between the apparatus. Two and one-half inch fog nozzles, set at a wide fog pattern, are attached to the pump discharges. Position a truck company in line with one of the engine companies with a fog nozzle placed on the ladder pipe. The ladder is slightly elevated and rotated to provide a downward fog pattern in the corridor created by the placement of the two engine companies. Hydrant pressure alone may be enough to provide a high volume, low-pressure shower. Care should be exercised to prevent injuries from over pressurization.\(^1\)

Figure 4-2 shows a schematic for mass decontamination developed by the Baltimore County, MD, Fire Department. It is modeled after the Washington, DC, model; however, firefighters with hoses have been positioned at the end of the shower area to apply the final wash. Victims are decontaminated between two engines, shown as E-1 and E-2, with nozzles on the rear and side discharges. Deck guns and a ladder pipe is also used. At the end of the line, two firefighters using hose lines complete a gross decontamination of the victims. All victims should wait in the shower area until hosed off. This serves the additional critical functions of controlling traffic flow, lengthening the duration of the wash, and increasing the efficiency of the decontamination process.

\(^1\) Washington, DC Department of Fire and Emergency Medical Services Internal Operating Procedure.
4.4.2 Emergency Decontamination Corridor System. Another field-expedient approach to mass casualty decontamination developed by Montgomery County, MD, Fire and Rescue Service is to use available equipment and responding fire and emergency units. The Emergency Decontamination Corridor System (EDCS) (Figures 4-3 and 4-4) uses fire apparatus, ladders, and salvage covers to create a privacy barrier and corridors for decontaminating victims. Two pumpers are positioned approximately 20 feet apart and parallel to each other. Three ladders (or ropes) are placed across and secured to the top of each pumper. Another ladder is centered atop and perpendicular to the three ladders and secured. Two nozzles are secured to this ladder and allowed to hang into the corridors. Salvage covers are attached to or draped over the ladders (or ropes) to provide two separate corridors as shown in Figure 4-5. It may be noted that although ropes serve the purpose, it is difficult to tie them with enough tension to hold up the covers without sagging. Water from the two nozzles is used to shower victims as they pass through the corridors. Plastic cable ties may be used to secure the covers and nozzles to the ladders.

Figure 4-2. Schematic for Mass Decontamination
Figure 4-3. The Emergency Decontamination Corridor System

Figure 4-4. Schematic for EDCS
Inside the corridor, two covers can be suspended from the ladder, one on each side of the nozzle. These covers provide additional privacy to the person who is showering and allow other people to prepare for showering in the corridor. A salvage cover (or other translucent or opaque material) is placed on top of the two corridors to provide privacy from building tops and news media helicopters. To prevent excessive noise and carbon monoxide buildup in the proximity of the corridors, both pumpers might be shut down. A third pumper can be used to supply water to the two nozzles. To conserve water, remote shutoff valves may be used to control water flow from each open nozzle. With proper planning and practice, the EDCS could be set up within 15 minutes of arrival at an incident site.

A variation to the EDCS uses an aerial ladder or tower that is extended horizontally 20 to 30 feet and is enclosed by covers as shown in Figure 4-6. Draping or suspending covers from both beams of the ladder forms a single EDCS. End covers (covers placed at the two ends of the corridor) are attached to provide additional privacy. Additional covers are draped over the ladder as needed to provide victim privacy as needed.

Irrespective of the system used, the system should be located upwind and uphill. Where practical, efforts should be made to control runoff water.
4.4.3 Commercially Available Decontamination Systems. An example of a commercially available system is shown in Figure 4-7.

Most of these systems are mounted to, or are carried on, special trailers that require transportation and setup at the incident site. The use of trailer-mounted systems may cause unreasonable delays in physically removing agent from the victims as soon as possible. If these systems can be centrally pre-positioned or immediately on hand, they may offer an advantage over the identified field-expedient systems. Potential advantages include:
- Heated showers may reduce the chance of hypothermia among victims
- Covered areas provide privacy that may encourage more complete disrobing and more thorough showering
- Methods to control contamination runoff.

Potential disadvantages over the field-expedient systems include:

- Systems cannot be employed as rapidly
- Systems with household showerheads for each victim will likely have lower throughput rates.

4.4.4 Other Field-Expedient Water Decontamination Methods. Emergency responders should not overlook existing facilities when identifying means for rapid decontamination methods. For example, although water damage to a facility might ensue, the necessity of saving victims’ lives would justify the activation of overhead fire sprinklers for use as showers. Similarly, having victims wade and wash in water sources, such as public fountains, chlorinated swimming pools, swimming areas, etc., provides an effective, high-volume decontamination technique.

4.4.5 Non-Aqueous Methods. The use of dry, gelled, or powdered decontaminating materials that adsorb the chemical agent are appropriate if their use is expedient. Commonly available absorbents include dirt, flour, Fuller’s earth, baking powder, sawdust, charcoal, ashes, activated carbon, alumina, silica gels, zeolites, clay materials, and tetracalcium aluminate. Although these absorbents may be expedient means of decontamination, their efficacy has not been determined.

The M291 and M295 Skin Decontamination Kits, which employ a charcoal-based resin as a sorbent, are used in the U.S. military and may be purchased commercially. However, while these kits are effective in removing spots of liquid chemical agent contamination, they may not be suitable for treating mass casualties due to potentially limited availability, relatively high labor requirements, and the need to use these kits quickly after the victim is contaminated.

Reactive foams are often polymeric materials with reactive sites that can readily decontaminate chemical warfare agents. Oxidants, nucleophiles, and/or enzymes are bound to the polymeric backbone of the foams or gels, and when the chemical warfare agents contact the foam or gel, they encounter the reactive site and are detoxified. Bacterial organophosphorus acid anhydrases have been placed in firefighting foam to increase decontamination efficiency within 30 minutes with low residual contact hazard (~1 g/cm²). They have also been placed into the firefighting spray ColdFire® and have shown >99% decontamination efficiency within 15 minutes with the same low residual contact hazard as in firefighting foam. Enzyme samples have been provided to the U.S. Army Technical Escort Unit (TEU) for use in firefighting foams. Enzymes were also used by TEU in support of the 1997 G7 summit in Denver. The foams can be mixed with water and various co-solvents to aid in their deployment. Foams can be engineered to use limited amounts of solvent in order to reduce their dependency upon solvent volume and to aid in the cleanup after deployment. After the solvent evaporates, the foams collapse and turn into a powder, allowing for a simplified, final clean-up operation. However, since researchers have not identified a single enzyme that is effective on all classes of chemical agents, several enzymes would have to be used simultaneously.
4.5 Types of Chemical Victims

Three recent, large-scale casualty events provide insight into the operational issues associated with casualty distribution and subsequent assessment that may be encountered during a response to a chemical terrorist incident. During Operation Desert Storm, 39 Iraqi Scud missiles reached the ground, with some landing in or around Tel Aviv, Israel. The attacks resulted in approximately 1,000 treated casualties with only two deaths. Even though it was never demonstrated that any of the Scuds contained chemical agents, the well known possibility that the Scuds might contain chemical agents stimulated 544 anxiety attacks and 230 atropine overdoses. Approximately 75% of the overall casualties resulted from fears and reactions of the victims.

The second event occurred in Bhopal, India on 2-3 December 1984. During the night, several thousand gallons of highly volatile methylisocyanate was accidentally released over a three-hour period. This release was caused by the introduction of water into a methylisocyanate storage tank. The release resulted in over 200,000 people being exposed to the deadly gas. As many as 5,000 died and over 60,000 were seriously and/or permanently injured.

The third event was the Japanese subway incident where a reported 5,510 victims sought medical treatment in 278 different hospitals and health clinics. Of the 5,510 victims, 12 were casualties that died, 17 were casualties that were considered critically ill, 37 were casualties that were considered seriously ill, and 984 were casualties that were considered moderately ill. Approximately 4,000 of the 5,510 victims were deemed to have not been exposed to any significant amount of the chemical agent, yet they sought medical treatment.

Although these incidents contain many of the elements that might typify an attack within our nation, without a history of directly related incidents, a realistic characterization of potential casualty distribution after a chemical agent terrorist incident is difficult to assess. However, to provide on-scene commanders a perspective on the probable types of and range of victims, the MCDRT suggests anticipating at least a 5:1 ratio of victims to actual casualties as a guideline. For every casualty that actually is exposed to chemical agent, more than five victims who are not exposed to the chemical agent will be evaluated. While this ratio may typify an outside open-air incident, a realistic casualty assessment is incident-dependent.

4.6 Prioritizing Casualties for Decontamination

The consensus from emergency responders and medical practitioners associated with the MCDRT is that the term “decontamination prioritization” be used to describe the process of deciding the need for and order of victim decontamination. Triage is the medical process of prioritizing treatment urgency within a large group of victims. Both processes may be executed at the same time. The number of apparent victims from a chemical agent terrorist incident may exceed emergency responders’ capabilities to effectively rescue, decontaminate, and treat victims, whether or not they have been exposed to chemical agent. Responders, therefore, must prioritize victims for receiving decontamination, treatment, and medical evacuation, while providing the greatest benefit for the greatest number. Although many emergency response services prepare for such incidents, few are currently capable of treating victims inside the Hot Zone. Therefore, whenever large numbers of victims are involved, it is recommended that they
be sorted into ambulatory and non-ambulatory triage categories as defined in Figure 4-8. Prioritization for decontamination can effectively be performed in a manner that will maximize treatment while minimizing the number of emergency responders exposed to chemical agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triage Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Ambulatory Casualties</strong>: Victims able to understand directions, talk, and walk unassisted. Most ambulatory victims are triaged as minimal (green tag/ribbon or Priority 3) unless severe signs/symptoms are present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• <strong>Non-Ambulatory Casualties</strong>: Victims who are unconscious, unresponsive, or unable to move unassisted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-8. Definition of Ambulatory and Non-Ambulatory Casualties

4.6.1 **Ambulatory Casualties.** Ambulatory casualties are those victims who are able to understand directions, talk and walk unassisted, and are triaged as minimal (i.e., green tag, green ribbon, or priority 3), unless severe signs and symptoms are present. These casualties should be directed to move upwind into an assembly area within the Warm Zone where they can be prioritized for decontamination by on-site medical personnel. Factors that are recommended for determining the highest priority for ambulatory victim decontamination are highlighted in Figure 4-9. The highest priority for ambulatory decontamination are those casualties who were closest to the point of release and report they were exposed to an aerosol or mist, have some evidence of liquid deposition on clothing or skin or have serious medical symptoms (e.g., shortness of breath, chest tightness, etc). The next priority are those ambulatory casualties who were not as close to the point of release, and may not have evidence of liquid deposition on clothing or skin, but who are clinically symptomatic. Victims suffering conventional injuries, especially open wounds, should be considered next. The lowest decontamination priority goes to ambulatory casualties who were far away from the point of release and who are asymptomatic. Emergency responders should direct ambulatory victims in a prioritized fashion into the Warm Zone for decontamination. Care must be taken to ensure that the victims do not traverse contaminated areas in the Hot Zone or transfer contamination to the decontamination area.
Factors That Determine Highest Priority for Ambulatory Victim Decontamination

- Casualties closest to the point of release
- Casualties reporting exposure to vapor or aerosol
- Casualties with evidence of liquid deposition on clothing or skin
- Casualties with serious medical symptoms (shortness of breath, chest tightness, etc)
- Casualties with conventional injuries

Figure 4-9. Factors in Decontamination Prioritization of Ambulatory Victims

4.6.2 Non-Ambulatory Casualties. Non-ambulatory casualties are victims who are unconscious, unresponsive, or unable to move unassisted. These victims may be more seriously injured than ambulatory victims and will remain in place while further prioritization for decontamination occurs. It is recommended that prioritization of non-ambulatory victims for decontamination should be done using medical triage systems, such as START (Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment/Transport), as described in Figure 4-10.

Four S.T.A.R.T. Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.T.A.R.T. Category</th>
<th>Decon Priority</th>
<th>Classic Observations</th>
<th>Chemical Agent Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IMMEDIATE Red Tag   | 1              | Respiration present only after repositioning the airway. Applies to victims with respiratory rate >30. Capillary refill delayed more than 2 seconds. Significantly altered level of consciousness. | • Serious signs/symptoms  
• Known liquid agent contamination |
| DELAYED Yellow Tag  | 2              | Victim displaying injuries that can be controlled/treated for a limited time in the field. | • Moderate to minimal signs/symptoms  
• Known or suspected liquid agent contamination  
• Known aerosol contamination  
• Close to point of release |
| MINOR Green Tag     | 3              | Ambulatory, with or without minor traumatic injuries that do not require immediate or significant treatment. | • Minimal signs/symptoms  
• No known or suspected exposure to liquid, aerosol, or vapor |
| DECEASED/EXPECTANT | 4              | No spontaneous effective respiration present after an attempt to reposition the airway. | • Very serious signs/symptoms  
• Grossly contaminated with liquid nerve agent  
• Unresponsive to autoinjections |

Figure 4-10. START Medical Triage System
The highest priority for overall decontamination will be those casualties who are medically triaged as immediate (i.e., red tag, red ribbon, or priority 1) and are in need of immediate life-saving medical procedures that can be done quickly with the medical resources available on-site. Usually these casualties have breathing or circulatory problems but might also include those victims with severe nerve agent poisoning whom need antidote or ventilation immediately. Severely intoxicated nerve agent casualties may be the highest priority for decontamination within this category; for these casualties, decontamination completed as soon as possible after the exposure may be lifesaving.

Depending on local protocols, responders in the Hot Zone may perform some treatments, such as Mark I antidote injections. Responders may need to recategorize victims in a chemical terrorist event. Those victims who are non-ambulatory priority 1 red might need to be tagged as black priority 4 non-viable victims (Figure 4-10). If these victims have not received Mark I kit treatment or decontamination within 5 minutes of exposure and if they are suffering from severe agent symptoms, they will die regardless of what type of medical intervention is provided.

The next priority for non-ambulatory decontamination will be those casualties medically triaged as delayed (i.e., yellow tag, yellow ribbon or priority 2). These are casualties who may have serious injuries and require definitive care but can wait for a short period of time without compromising the outcome (for example, a victim with a fractured lower leg). These victims may also have mild exposure to chemical agent vapor or liquid but not a life-threatening dose.

Priority 3 victims, those with no known or suspected exposure to any chemical contamination, follow treatment of priority 2 victims. The lowest priority for overall decontamination will be those casualties medically triaged as expectant (i.e., black tag, black ribbon, or priority 4) as discussed above.

4.7 Casualty Processing

The Incident Commander must quickly assess the scene and assign personnel to coordinate and manage both the medical triage and decontamination functions. If sufficient resources exist, two mass casualty decontamination systems (e.g., LDS, EDCS, commercial system) should be established: one for ambulatory victims and one for non-ambulatory victims. If available resources are only sufficient for a single system, non-ambulatory victims triaged as immediate are higher priority than the ambulatory victims triaged as immediate; therefore, they may be decontaminated as depicted in Figure 4-11. It is recommended that the remaining casualties should be processed in the same manner, with non-ambulatory victims being decontaminated before ambulatory victims. Due to the complex nature of some of these casualties (i.e., mixed chemical and conventional casualties), the medical triage and decontamination sectors should work closely together to maximize their collective sorting and management of casualties.
Notes: Immediate decontamination may only involve removal of clothing unless victim is grossly contaminated with liquid agent. Once initial triage and/or decontamination prioritization is performed and adequately trained responders are available, ambulatory victims should be placed in a separate collection area in the upwind area of the Hot Zone for secondary triage. Should a second decontamination system be placed in operation at the same site, ambulatory victims may be assigned to the second station, leaving the initial station for the non-ambulatory victims. It is recommended that all non-ambulatory victims who are exhibiting serious chemical signs and symptoms receive highest priority for decontamination. However, the MCDRT recognizes that some of these victims will not survive, and decontamination resources would be better spent on other victims.

Figure 4-11. Mass Casualty Decontamination Algorithm
In some circumstances, a severely injured, non-chemically exposed casualty cannot wait for the ideal treatment of showering or flushing with water to occur before departing the Hot Zone. Clothing removal may be the only field-expedient decontamination before the victim is removed to the support area. Additionally, severely intoxicated nerve agent casualties with extreme respiratory distress may require antidote administration and definitive airway intervention prior to showering or flushing with water. The reality is that medical triage and decontamination prioritization are often performed simultaneously and are both resource-dependent field measures. Figures 4-12 and 4-13 demonstrate the layout of EDCS’s for ambulatory and non-ambulatory victims.

**Figure 4-12. Emergency Decontamination Corridor System (1 Corridor)**
If victims can walk, responders should have the victims remove their contaminated clothing and then lead them out of the Hot Zone to the Warm (decontamination) Zone. These victims should be instructed to remove contact lenses, if present, and flush skin, eyes, and hair with water. If victims are unable to walk, the rescuers should assist the victims with the removal of their contaminated clothing before transporting them on a backboard, gurney, etc. If there is no other means of transport, the victims should be carefully carried or dragged to safety; however, responders need to ensure that they do not drag victims through a contaminated area or transfer visually identifiable contamination on clothing or personal items from the Hot Zone to the Warm Zone. The contaminated items, such as clothing and personal belongings, must be left in the Hot Zone.

If responders do not have sufficient resources to decontaminate all potential victims, priority 3 victims may not need to be showered. They may be transferred immediately to the Cold (support) Zone. Doing this introduces the risk that a contaminated victim might pass through the decontamination process and contaminate others in the Cold Zone. However, when situations are severe enough, some risks may be accepted in attempts to expedite the decontamination process so that more lives can be saved. However, in any situation, victims that present physical/clinical signs and symptoms of chemical agent exposure must be decontaminated before removal from the Warm Zone.

The triage personnel positioned at the entrance of the Cold (support) Zone must be certain that victims have either undergone basic decontamination or are not suspected of having been contaminated, before leaving the Warm Zone. It is recommended that triage personnel question all people leaving the site that have not showered. If possible, the first 25 meters of the Cold Zone should be treated as a vapor hazard zone where only victims and responders in transit should be allowed in the area.
Victims who have undergone proper decontamination, or have no more than one physical sign and indicate verbally no known exposure, pose less risk of causing secondary contamination. These victims should be retained at the site in a safe area for observation for up to several hours if possible. Cold Zone emergency response personnel require no specialized respiratory protective gear when treating these people, provided they are properly positioned outside of the Hot and Warm Zones.

The triage of non-ambulatory victims in a Hot Zone may be difficult to perform and may be highly incident-specific. These victims are the only group that should receive medical treatment within the Hot Zone; however, timely removal of the victims from the contaminated area is essential for their survival. They may need to receive an autoinjection of atropine and Oxime (2-Pam Cl) (Figure 4-14) prior to their removal or decontamination. For additional information on Mask I kits, see Appendix B. Immediate decontamination may need to occur within the Hot Zone, and responders must remove visible contamination from the victim prior to medical treatment within the Cold Zone.

There may also be victims that have expired by the time triage personnel arrive. Expired victims and those who are black tagged are the last concern for emergency responders, and they may choose not to address these victims at all, leaving these victims to be handled later, during site cleanup and remediation.

Figure 4-14. Administration of Atropine and Oxime (2-Pam Cl) by Autoinjector
4.8 Additional Considerations

4.8.1 Environmental Concerns. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has addressed the issues of acceptable levels of contamination in runoff and first responder liability for the spread of contamination caused by efforts to save lives; EPA website is provided at Appendix C. Regarding the liability issue, the EPA’s interpretation of The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) indicates that “no person shall be liable… for costs or damages as a result of actions taken or omitted in the course of rendering care, assistance or advice in accordance with the National Contingency Plan (NCP) or at the direction of an On-Scene Coordinator appointed under such plan…”

On the subject of accepted runoff, the EPA recognizes that any level of contamination represents a threat to the environment. The threat is also dependent on many variables, including the involved chemicals, their concentrations, and the runoff watershed. However, life and health considerations are again paramount. “… first responders should undertake any necessary emergency actions to save lives and protect the public and themselves. Once any imminent threats to human health and lives are addressed, first responders should immediately take all reasonable efforts to contain the contamination and avoid or mitigate environmental consequences.” The EPA allows that the highest priority be given to responder actions taken to save lives and preserve health during a chemical terrorist incident. The EPA indicates that, when taking federally recommended actions in response to a chemical terrorist incident, responders are protected under the law.

4.8.2 Legal Concerns. The BALTEX exercises highlighted that laws and the body of legal findings that may govern the actions and liability of the emergency responder community after a chemical terrorist incident are sometimes poorly defined. Ultimately, each local jurisdiction should tailor their policies, plans, training, and procedures based on local interpretation of applicable regulations, statutes, and laws.

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The efforts of the MCDRT during this study resulted in the consensus development of several general guidelines for emergency responder mass casualty decontamination policies, procedures, and actions after a chemical agent incident. The most imperative principle of mass casualty decontamination is the timely physical removal of the agent from the skin of the victim. To support this, the following should be conducted:

- Decontaminate victims as soon as possible
- Consider disrobing as part of decontamination; head to toe, more removal is better
- Flushing with water generally is the best mass decontamination method.

Decontamination approaches most readily available to first responders involve the use of water-pumping capability to create showers for decontamination. Several equipment configurations are possible and have been described. The fundamental goal is to use pumping capability to set up showers as quickly as possible and get people disrobed, into, and through the

---

showers, before further chemical agent effects can occur. It is not advised to delay the decontamination process, while obtaining soaps or other decontamination materials. If immediately available, such materials may be of benefit, but it is more important to begin decontamination as soon as possible.

Decontamination prioritization helps ensure the maximum benefit for the maximum number of victims. Decontamination prioritization should be performed using medical triage systems, such as START. Prioritizing casualties for decontamination becomes more important when the number of victims overwhelms the available resources. Procedures should be implemented to assist in preventing triage personnel from becoming overwhelmed. In such situations, the Incident Commander must often decide how to best adjust the prioritization to maximize the benefit.

Decontamination prior to leaving the Hot and Warm Zones is essential for protecting people in the Cold Zone. However, during the response to a chemical agent terrorist incident, the MCDRT notes that emergency responders should expect at least a 5:1 ratio of unaffected to affected casualties expecting emergency care and decontamination. Therefore, when the situation is severe enough and resources are overwhelmed, individuals who show no chemical agent contamination or symptoms, and who are not otherwise suspected of being contaminated, may be allowed to proceed to the Cold Zone. The Incident Commander may make this allowance, if it is believed that such action will speed the decontamination process for genuinely contaminated and symptomatic people, and ultimately result in more lives saved.

Finally, after a known exposure to liquid chemical agent, emergency responders wearing firefighter PPE should be prepared to self-decontaminate using procedures discussed in NPFA 471, Recommended Practices for Response to Hazardous Materials Incidents.
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11. Studies on Disaster Medicine in India. Poison Gas Accident in Bhopal, 2-3 December 1984; DTIC ADA317495; (Swedish text); Internet site: (www.connect.net/dreggie/Methyl) Ken’s Ph.D. Thesis, Biochemical Studies on the Toxicity of Isocyanates, From a Ph.D. Thesis submitted to the University College Cork, (Ireland), May 1996; 2 AM, 3 Dec 1984, Bhopal, India; gas of methylisocyanate (mixture of phosgene and methylamine) over 3 hour period; release caused by the introduction of water into a methylisocyanate storage tank; over 60,000 casualties of which 2500-5000 died, 60,000 seriously injured, 200,000 exposed; follow-up studies indicated that 43% of the pregnant women did not carry a live child to birth.

12. MATSUMOTO, JAPAN: Population 200,000 (Denver, CO.); 27 June, 1994, Last evening; first complaints around 11:00 PM; 7 deaths due to undetermined toxic gas release (less than 20 liters) – later determined to be an evaporated/aerosol Sarin release estimated to have been released 80 meters downwind; 54 admitted to hospital; 028 people went to outpatient clinics; via inquiry of residents it was estimated that 277 people exhibited symptoms but did not consult with physicians; people who opened their windows during the night died and no victims on the ground level died, first responders did not wear any PPE and only the policemen wore gloves, 52 people responded formed into 18 teams from 5 fire departments;
8 first responders, 15%, complained of symptoms with one hospital admission. Sarin identified in air, pond water, tissues and blood samples of deceased casualties.

13. Kamakuishiki, Japan, July, 1994; Toxic fumes on a train in Yokohama; accidental release in an attempt to get the plant (capable of producing THOUSANDS OF KILO’S of Sarin and other agents) up and running; this was a dedicated Sarin production plant

14. TOKYO, JAPAN, March 20, 1995, 7:50 AM, Victims came to the hospital by taxi, ambulance, car, walked, etc.; widespread panic; Sarin identified 3 hours post attack and later determined to have been diluted; 5510 casualties; 12 deaths, 17 critical casualties, 37 severe casualties, 984 moderate casualties; roughly 4,000+ casualties showed no signs of intoxication – psychological 278 hospitals and clinics received casualties

15. Ref. JAMA 278(5): 362368; Aug 6, 1997; Tokyo fire department sent 1364 personnel to the 16 incident sites and other locations; 135 first responders (about 10%) were themselves injured by direct or indirect exposure to the Sarin.


17. ARRESTED CULT MEMBERS ACKNOWLEDGED MAKING VX, TABUN (GB), MUSTARD, AND CLOSTRIDIUM BOTULINUM

18. Sarin degradation products found in sheep carcasses in Australia

19. JAMA 278 (5): 362368; Aug 6, 1997; CBIRF – 1996 OLYMPICS – casualties would be medically stabilized, deconned with warm water, sponged off with 0.5% bleach solution, and then rinsed under showers. Decontaminated patients would be dried off, clothed in hospital garb and blankets, and evacuated in buses along with a sufficient supply of antidotes to ensure continued medical stabilization.
APPENDIX A
ACRONYMS

BALTEX  Baltimore Exercise
DoD     Department of Defense
EDCS    Emergency Decontamination Corridor System
FY      Fiscal year
HAZMAT  Hazardous materials
IRP     Improved Response Program
LDS     Ladder Pipe Decontamination System
MCDRT   Mass Casualty Decontamination Research Team
OSHA    Occupational Safety & Health Administration
PPE     Personal protective equipment
PSI     Pounds per square inch
SBCCOM  Soldier and Biological Chemical Command
TEU     Technical Escort Unit
USAMRICD U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense
WMD     Weapons of mass destruction
APPENDIX B
NAAK Mark 1 – Nerve Agent Antidote Kit

The NAAK Mark 1 contains the AtroPen auto-injector (2mg of atropine) and the Pralidoxime Chloride auto-injector (600mg of pralidoxime chloride) in a compact package which facilitates emergency use. Atropine is in one of the injectors contained in the NAAK and is used as a treatment for nerve agent poisoning. The other injector contains 2-Pam Chloride. These drugs are fully approved for chemical agent treatment by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA). NAAK must be stored in a controlled room temperature of 59-86 degrees Fahrenheit with limited access. The shelf life is five years. Side effects of inadvertent use of Atropine includes inhibition of sweating, dilation of pupils, dry mouth, decreased secretions, mild sedation, and increased heart rate. The side effects of the inadvertent use of 2-PAM Cl include dizziness, blurred vision, nausea, and vomiting. These effects are insignificant in a nerve agent casualty.